Accounting Students' Perception Towards Virtual Money as Mobile-Payment During Covid-19 Pandemics: Evidence from Indonesia
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Abstract—Virtual money as payment method plays crucial roles during the covid-19 pandemics. A plenty of research revealed the use of virtual money as the dynamic development of payment methods last ten years. Yet, little has been known from the accounting students’ perception about the virtual money during the covid-19 pandemics. Thus, this research was attempted at portraying accounting students’ perception toward the virtual money use during the Covid-pandemics. Online survey and interview were conducted to collect the data. The findings show that despite their benefits which give ease and practicality of usage, using virtual money is perceived negatively contribute to criminal acts. Benefits from discount and voucher facilities also emerge during data analysis. In addition, promoting disrupted financial literacy is also resented and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

varieties of payment forms are freely developed shifting from time-to-time (1). The dynamic development of the money form into mobile-wallet (2) has provided many advancements. The benefits of the mobile-wallet include providing ease and practicality of the use. The development of digitalization of money as official payment method has driven to many virtual money such as bits, OVO, etc. This raising financial technological concept of generalization virtual means of payment is now getting recognized and discussed in last 5 years (3–7) which provides convenient cashless for any kinds of transaction. In addition, the use of virtual money has now negatively contributed to criminal activities due to cash delivery and usage.

Previous studies show for being addicted with the virtual money, e.g. for young consumers (2)(8). This fast changing of youth modes of transaction modes has attracted for business innovation which force to provide best services. This fast development of payment innovation is required to fulfill the social and commerce expectation. However, albeit a number of relating studies about virtual money, research in revealing accounting students’ perception about virtual money is still rare. Thus, this research aimed at revealing how the accounting students perceive virtual money during their covid-19 pandemic.

II. THE STUDY

This current study was conducted in an accounting department of a private university where the researcher taught. This research situated in a small city in Indonesia which virtual money is widely used throughout mobile-payment in commerce shops. Designing a case study, the current research involved 120 participants. Of Participants 120, sixty accounting students, aged 20-23 year old, were voluntarily recruited to participate in this study. The data were collected through online survey using Google-forms and distanced-interview using mobile phones.

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

A. Student virtual money preferences during covid-19

The results show that most students are familiar with OVO as the most frequent use of virtual money. This is possible as OVO various features in serving their youth consumers, e.g. buying daily needs, paying online services for their mobility and information, including their academic activities and services at the moments. The details of the accounting students’ preferences in using virtual money are presented in the following figure 1.
Second is due Criminal avoidance. Using virtual money is also regarded as a good strategy in preventing criminals, e.g. cash robbery and syndicate of artificial money. As she said, “Using virtual money (e-money) successfully reduces syndicate of money duplication(2)”. She discovered the use of virtual money positively makes and involves against the criminal due to money-caused criminals.

Practicality of use: easy and flexibility. Addicted, accounting students perceive virtual money for its ease and flexibility use. The accounting students are accustomed using virtual money for their routines, e.g. buying goods and asking for services related to their academic schemes. Since cashless go with them, they need no cash in their wallets any longer. The student reveals, As university students, we know customized to use e-money due to its ease (3) and flexibility, for an example, no need for saving wallet. Gopay, OVO, etc. are now available for goods and service payment everywhere.

Secured money: no worry. The findings reveal that virtual money provides sense of secure for travelling or adventures without any worries to lost the money. Since virtual money is always stored in smart mobile phone application, the money is highly protected in system, e.g. needs authentication for each access and encrypted by passwords and codes. Therefore, the owners feel safe to have the money. As the student said, “No need to worry money lost(4)” Efficiency occurs when the electronically transaction takes place Refunds, discount and point rewards. Accounting students are economists. They learn to earn more values using less money. This principle is valid for them because using virtual money earns more refunds and discounts while point rewards are collected, too. These facilities attract accounting students and find their contexts—accounting study—to implement their accounting knowledge in practice. A student found, It consume timelesse for the payment and refunds(5), saving more time for other activities due queues, when I am on the highway for an example.

The most interesting advantage of virtual money for us as students is discount up to 100 % off through its cash-back services. This is very useful for us that we can buy another goods using voucher and points(7) Eco-friendly: Promoting green ecology. Using virtual money takes part in saving the earth campaign. Different from cash money, virtual money leave nil pollution. Cash money, for an example, supplies a number of garbage. In addition, coins will remain undestroyed. As a result, there is no recycle natural process. This finding gives a new insight of a point of view from accounting students. The student argued, “I think virtual money is eco-friendly to support green ecology(6)”. Her argument gives a new insight and directions of further campaign not use cash too often in order to fight against pollution.

So, using virtual money is, in fact, contributing to keep the earth safe and secured for human being. It is important to pay attention to customers’ behaviors to support their abilities in using virtual money throughout their mobile devices (8). Supporting infrastructures are needed to give senses of comfort and secured to the customers of virtual money (9,10). To this, virtual money users should be well-
IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

It concludes virtual money is perceived as valuable, secured, and practical. The findings also suggests that in terms of varieties of the virtual money, students’ financial literacy requires to develop to provide more access and praxis in the erupted financial technology of virtual money which provides maximum advantages. Thus, further investigation is required to provide new insights from this new perspective of student financial technology literacy.
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